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SPRING THREAD
Our Story

In 2005, biomedical engineer, Dr Jean
Frismand, investigated cosmetic threads.
He went to doctors and asked, “When
you administer threads, what are you
looking for?”
They said they wanted a long and strong
thread, reliable and simple to use.
Doctors want a flexible thread, with
elasticity, as they want to treat parts of
the face which are moving a lot, and if
they have a thread that’s rigid, they’ll
have a rigid aspect.
Jean then went to the patients and asked,
“What do you want from your thread
treatment?” They said, “We want
something effective that will last a long
time; we don’t want to go back and pay
for the thread treatment every six
months.”
Jean then applied his 25 years'
experience in designing surgical implants
®
to create Spring Thread .
The unique design and composition of
®
Spring Thread satisfies the demand of
both patient and doctor.

springthread.com

®

Spring Thread offers a new and longlasting method to lift sagging skin and
restore youthful definition to the face,
with a very natural looking effect.
®

Jean founded 1st SurgiConcept in France
in 2007, to manufacture and distribute
Spring Thread ® throughout the globe.
1st SurgiConcept ® products are 100%
manufactured in France in accordance
with the European standards for medical
devices (Directive CE93-42 and ISO
13485 relating to Class Iib medical
devices).
At the beginning of 2013, Dominique
Malard, already manager of a biotech
®
company, bought 1st SurgiConcept and
continues to develop the company with
the support of Jean Frismand.
®

Today, Spring Thread is available
worldwide through a network of
distributors and reference practitioners for
which this innovative and minimally
invasive technique can be an option for
people not quite needing or wanting more
aggressive treatments such as surgical
face lifting.

